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Spring is almost upon us, and here in Paris, the street cafes have been overflowing as
Parisians do what they do best – watch the world go by (Actually, only working a 35
hour week, they have plenty of free time for people-watching, and of course,
demonstrating against the austerity cuts!)

But unfortunately we have no time to join them as we hurtle onwards with the next
set of brand new and exciting initiatives.

Top Sales Academy and Top Sales Radio are almost ready to go, so watch this space
carefully …

In the meantime, we are delighted to present you with a superb selection of articles
this month from Dave Kurlan, Tamara Schenk, and Ian Brodie: Linda Richardson
interviews Scott Santucci of Forrester, and Jonathan Farrington, in his regular JF
Uncut column, urges us all to stop “prevaricating and get on with it”

We announce February’s “Top Sales Article of the Month” as well as the first “Top
Sales Blog Post of the Month”

Finally, Kendra Lee is in the spotlight, showcasing her brand new book “The Sales
Magnet”  

Enjoy ...

PS: Do follow us on Twitter and join us over on our 
LinkedIn group

Welcome

A conversation with Scott Santucci 16

Coming Soon on TSW 19
One of Us Could Die Whilst Having
This Conversation! 
By Jonathan Farrington

20
Outcome selling: What is it AND why
you should care – in 5 steps 
By Tamara Schenk

26
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Focus On 
Kendra Lee 28

2013 Timetable

March:
We launch

Top Sales Radio and
Top 50 Sales &

Marketing Influencers
for 2013 announced

April/May:
Top Sales Academy –
Sales Management

Level

June:
The 2013 Top Sales

Survey launches.

July/August:
Top Sales Academy –

Inside Sales Level

September
2013 Top 50 Sales
Blogs announced.

October/November:
Top Sales Academy –

Consultative Sales
Level

December:
Annual Top Sales &
Marketing Awards. 

http://twitter.com/topsalesworld
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/Top-Sales-World-1857130?gid=1857130
http://www.topsalesworld.com/
http://www.topsalesworld.com/


Daily:

Brand new ..
l Sales tips
l Articles
l Blog posts
l Top Sales Radio

Weekly:
Brand new ...
l How to guides
l Management self-

development advice
l Sales team

development
sessions

l Top Sales Hardtalk
interviews

l Sales Management
Issues interviews

l Top 10 Sales Articles
l eBooks/White

Papers
l Recommended book
H Upcoming events

Monthly:

l Top Sales Magazine
l Top Sales Article

Coming Soon ...

l Top Sales Academy
l Top Sales Survey

An enormous part of training salespeople these days is helping them to
differentiate themselves from everyone else. This is accomplished by
effectively applying a consultative sales process: ...                  Read Moreu

Our Partners

The Busy
Person’s Pages
The Busy
Person’s Pages
Here is what you will find in this month’s edition ...

If You’ve Done Everything Right, 
Why Would You Do This?
By Dave Kurlan

I'll admit it - I'm just not that awesome at selling. Now, relative to my
peers in consulting and coaching, I'm pretty darned hot! But in an
absolute sense, compared to you sales professionals ...         Read Moreu

What you sales pros can learn from “sales
duffers” like me...
By Ian Brodie

Nobody knows precisely how many blog posts are made every day in the
“sales space” but it is probably thousands. Each week on Top Sales
World we will publish the details of the top ten posts ...        Read Moreu

Top Sales Blog Posts

Why do companies have salesforces? Sounds like an obvious question.
Not so according to Scott Santucci, Research Director and Principal
Analyst at Forrester. Scott not only has the answer to ...       Read Moreu

A Conversation with Scott Santucci

The 2013 Top Sales Global Survey will, we hope, be the most
comprehensive; most exhaustive; most revealing survey ever conducted
within the global sales space. Mark your calendar ...                  Read Moreu

Coming Soon on TSW

I read a report recently - and no, I cannot provide you with a link, because
I can't find it, which is fairly typical, when one needs something - that
suggested we are having less than 10% of human                ... Read Moreu

One of Us Could Die Whilst Having 
This Conversation!
By Jonathan Farrington

Outcome selling, outcome-based selling, business outcomes, customer
outcomes – everybody is talking about outcomes and how to achieve
them. Why not provide some structure and clarity to ...          Read Moreu

Outcome selling: What is it AND why 
you should care – in 5 steps
By Tamara Schenk

Prospect attraction expert Kendra Lee reveals exactly how to reach your
ideal contacts using approaches that work best for you. You'll discover a
multitude of tips to create a steady rush of new ...                     Read Moreu

Focus On
Kendra Lee

Each week we select the very best sales articles from the major article
sites, written by top sales gurus from around the world. Below are the
four weekly winners from February and this month’s ....          Read Moreu

Top Sales Articles - February 2013
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It uncovers the compelling reasons

for spending money, changing

vendors, buying a product or service

and, as important, buying it from you.

That creates urgency, an incentive for

a prospect to self-qualify, so that you

don’t have to pull teeth getting a

prospect qualified. The end-result

should be a prospect that is willing to

spend more to do business with you,

and a sales cycle that is not based on

winning the price war.

One of the salespeople I was

training recently told me that he met

with a customer that had moved their

business to a competitor because of

price issues. It sounded like they were

getting what they were paying for:

l Paying more for freight,

l Finding variations in the product,

l Stocking more inventory than

necessary because of availability

problems

So far so good. The salesperson had

done enough to at least uncover some

issues and, while these aren’t

compelling reasons, additional

questions would lead us to these.

What he should have done …

He should have asked, “How

important is it to have continued

availability of quality, local inventory?”

The customer would have said,

“Extremely important”, the

salesperson would have said, “Tell me

how that would affect your business”,

and we would have gotten closer to

the compelling reasons.

What he did instead …

He asked, “If you had access to local

delivery, through a distributor, and the

price was competitive, would you

consider looking into this?”

Forget for a minute that the call to

action was horrible - “Look into this”

instead of “Pay a little more for my

help and solve this problem”. That

wasn’t the worst of it. The horror of

this question was that the salesperson

introduced an unnecessary criterion -

competitive pricing - for doing

business with him. What’s wrong with

that? Two things:

l Even if you wanted to be the low

priced seller, and they don’t - and you

shouldn’t either - if you don’t have a

competitive price, you don’t get the

business!

l He didn’t need to offer competitive

pricing, because he sold value! He

identified the problem and offered a

solution to a problem. That is the

value someone will pay for and he

undermined it by bringing the

customer’s attention back to price!

Lesson …

The reality is that there are only four

reasons why price becomes an issue:

l The salesperson made it an issue

(experience)

l The salesperson accepted that it

was an issue (non-supportive beliefs)

l The salesperson didn’t know how

to prevent it from being an issue

(tactics)

l The salesperson was foolishly

calling on purchasing instead of an

actual decision maker who owned a

problem or an opportunity (strategy). n

This article was written by
Dave Kurlan

To find out more about Dave, visit:
www.kurlanassociates.com/
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If You’ve Done Everything Right,
Why Would You Do This?
An enormous part of
training salespeople these
days is helping them to
differentiate themselves
from everyone else. 
This is accomplished by
effectively applying a
consultative sales
process: Executed
correctly, the salesperson
has a conversation with a
decision maker that is
unlike any conversation
the competition has had. 

http://go.imeet.com/free-tour-top-selling/?utm_campaign=Top-Selling:-450x205-Engage&utm_source=Banner%20ad


lethal combination!

So, what do we do that lets us sell

without being much good at selling?

Well, firstly, we are rather good at

establishing peer level relationships.

Excellent coaches are often pretty

fearless - they challenge their clients,

call out their BS, ask the tough

questions - and they manage to do it

without being obnoxious.

Peer level relationships with very

senior clients are necessary to make

coaching and consulting work - so we

do it kind of naturally. If you spend

your life advising senior executives,

you wouldn't think of adopting a

subservient role when you're selling to

them. But it does seem that very many

sales pros - even seasoned ones -

can often fall into the "I'm here to

serve you" mode.

To the senior executive, that

makes them sound like "yes men" -

not people they really trust to give

them an honest opinion… And so, not

people whose recommendations they

are necessarily going to follow.

Consultants, in particular, are often

also very effective at using their

expertise to become seen as the "go

to" person in their field by clients. The

top guys all write, speak, blog - and

these days, make videos and

podcasts too.

Their most senior clients aren't

always the intended audience for this

material. Not many big company

CEOs I know spend their time

searching for useful blogs - but their

advisors do. 

The internal guys, who have the

ear of the CEO, often get it by being

just that little bit ahead with their

knowledge and insight. They get to

that position by being on the lookout

for new ideas and material in their

field. They become the “go to guy” for

the rising star who has the ear of the

CEO, and the chances are you're

going to be the one they call when

they have a big ugly problem, or a big

exciting opportunity to deal with.

And there's no reason why a smart

sales guy can't become just as much

of a go to expert as a consultant after

all, a consultant is just a salesperson

who happens to be selling himself.

Salespeople can write and present as

well as consultants. They can blog

and create videos and podcasts just

the same. 

Consultants and coaches (at least

the best ones) are also good at giving.

When I start work with a lot of my

clients (who are mainly consultants

and coaches) and we talk about

goals, the first thing they often latch

on to isn't financial goals - it's about

helping more people getting their

message out there and having more

impact. 

They're not afraid to give their

advice, their counsel, their support

freely. In fact, most of them feel

compelled to.

And sure as eggs is eggs, the ones

that give the most tend to be the ones

that gain the most.

I'm sure you've got your own

favourite version of the "it takes 7

contacts before someone becomes a

client" rule.

Whether it's 5, 7, 11 or 23 these

days, it's common knowledge that you

have to keep in touch and interacting

with most potential clients before

they'll be ready to buy.

What's talked about less often is

that "calling to check in", or chasing to

see if they've read that proposal you

sent them, doesn't count - that's not

keeping in touch, it's pestering!

But if you're giving each time you

keep in touch, it's a different story. If

you're providing useful information to

potential clients, hooking them up with

useful contacts, inviting them to

interesting events, then your

relationship is going to grow.

Successful consultants and

coaches do all this stuff so that, even

with our duffer-level selling skills, we

can still win clients.

Imagine what you could do if you

harnessed these approaches and

added some decent selling skills?     n

I'm decent, but I just haven't got the

love of selling, nor clocked the hours

that a master salesperson has. I'm a

consultant and coach at heart, rather

than a salesperson.

But there are a few things I think

you guys could learn from "sales

duffers" like me, and others like me…

You see, those of us who aren't

naturals at selling, and who haven't

built high degrees of skill at it, have

still got to win clients. Natural

selection has meant that those of us

who have prospered have discovered

ways of winning customers and

clients, without relying on great selling

skills.

Imagine if you guys could use

some of those same approaches

and combine them with your great

selling skills? Probably a pretty

To the senior
executive, that makes
them sound like "yes

men" - not people they
really trust to give

them an honest
opinion… And so, not

people whose
recommendations they

are necessarily going
to follow.

I'll admit it - I'm just not
that awesome at selling.
Now, relative to my peers
in consulting and
coaching, I'm pretty
darned hot! But in an
absolute sense, compared
to you sales professionals,
I'm an also ran...

What you sales pros
can learn from “sales
duffers” like me... 

This article was written by
Ian Brodie

To find out more about Ian, visit:
www.ianbrodie.com/moreclients
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www.salespod.net

With Salespod, we have 
25-30% growth on 

a per-rep productivity basis.

Yuksel Avci, Sunset Trading

or
Learn more

info@salespod.net | Tel: 1-617-299-6246

Leading Mobile Sales & Marketing solution

http://www.salespod.net/
https://user.salespod.net/account/register
http://www.salespod.net/
https://www.facebook.com/Salespod
https://plus.google.com/113827131847457646702/posts
http://www.linkedin.com/company/salespod
https://twitter.com/SalesPod
http://www.salespod.net/


Traditionally, business-to-business

selling involves face-to-face

conversations. However, the road

warrior is becoming increasingly rare

in the business world, according to a

study by Dr. James Oldroyd, the

world's top researcher in the

mathematics of selling.

His research recently revealed that

corporate hiring for "outside" sales

positions had leveled off at a measly

0.5 percent annual growth. By

contrast, corporate hiring for "inside"

sales positions was growing 15 times

faster!

Even salespeople who DO meet

with customers face to face are doing

so much less frequently than in the

past. Oldroyd's study revealed that

more than two-fifths of all customer

conversations conducted by "outside"

salespeople are done over the phone.

The shift away from face-to-face

selling is driving many top companies

to hire and cultivate people who can

become subject-matter experts and

communicate with customers with a

combination of email, phone, texting,

social media, and Web conferencing.

Oddly, the sales training world

doesn't seem to have caught up with

this trend. Probably 90 percent of the

sales training courses available

assume that there will be face-to-face

meetings. The other 10 percent cover

cold calling.

Every day I get emails from

business owners and salespeople

who are struggling to adapt to this

new way of selling. The problem is

that they're attempting to use selling

concepts and skills that are rapidly

becoming obsolete.

If you read Sales Source

regularly, you've probably noticed

that I seldom post about sales

situations that depend on a face-to-

face meeting (e.g., "having a great

handshake" or "dress for success").

Now you know why. n
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Nobody knows precisely
how many blog posts are
made every day in the
“sales space” but it is
probably thousands. Each
week on Top Sales World
we will publish the details
of the top ten posts – in
our opinion – and then
announce one winner. The
four weekly winners will
battle it out for the “Top
Sales Blog Post of the
Month” title, and be re-
published here in our Top
Sales magazine.
February’s winner was
Geoffrey James.

Selling Face to Face Is Almost Obsolete

What’s the sincerity level of your message? 
by: Jeffrey Gitomer Here uu

Sales Lessons from Lance Armstrong
by: Colleen Stanley Here uu

Question from the Field: Fresh Perspectives on Dealing
with Paralysis by Analysis? 
by: Colleen Francis Here uu

No Budget – Unless Of Course …
by: Linda Richardson Here uu

Each week we select the very best sales
articles from the major article sites, written
by top sales gurus from around the world.
Below are the four weekly winners from
February and this month’s overall winner is
Jeffrey Gitomer.

Top Sales Articles
February 2013
Top Sales Articles
February 2013

Top Sales Blog Post
February 2013
F E B R U A R Y  2 0 1 3
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http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesarticles/week-winner/whats-the-sincerity-level-of-your-message-by-jeffrey-gitomer-2/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesarticles/week-winner/sales-lessons-from-lance-armstrong-by-colleen-stanley-2/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesarticles/week-winner/question-from-the-field-fresh-perspectives-on-dealing-with-paralysis-by-analysis-by-colleen-francis-2/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesarticles/week-winner/no-budget-unless-of-course-by-linda-richardson-2/
http://topsalesworld.com/topblogposts/week-winner/selling-face-to-face-is-almost-obsolete-by-geoffrey-james-2/
http://topsalesworld.com/topblogposts/week-winner/selling-face-to-face-is-almost-obsolete-by-geoffrey-james-2/
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FRONT ROW
S O L U T I O N S

Real Time Data for Sales Reps and Managers 

The Fastest Easiest Sales Reporting System Ever
Front Row CRM
The Fastest Easiest 
Sales Reporting System Ever

Front Row’s focus is the sales rep – that is the fundamental difference between 
us and all other CRM’s and sales reporting systems.

To find out how Front Row Solutions can work for you please contact us at 
1-800-986-0983 or visit www.frontrow-solutions.comTo find out how Front Row Solutions can work for you please contact us at 1-800-986-0983 or visit www.frontrow-solutions.com

Front Row constantly strives to engage the sales rep by providing tools that 
impact and improve the sales rep’s productivity. We have created the Front 
Row Sales Pro App which gives the sales rep 2 huge advantages: one before 
the sales call and one after.

After the call- The sales rep can submit a sales report in less than 30 seconds, 
retrieve a map and directions to the next call, review all sales reports of the 
day or add a new prospect. The sales rep has more time to sell and spend 
less time on administration.

"The Front Row system is the best CRM I have ever used: it focuses on me, 
the sales rep and my productivity needs." (Shawn Coultice, sales rep) 

             We have an app for all iOS devices (Apple), Blackberry, Windows, 
Android and a web application for PC's and Laptops. Front Row also supports 
SMS text messages for those not using a smartphone. A company can use 
one or any combination of devices.

Stand alone or Integrate – the option is yours: Front Row Solutions can be used 
as a stand-alone, complete CRM with the inherent advantages associated with 
the Front Row Sales Pro Apps. Front Row can also be integrated into most 
CRM, ERP and home grown management systems. Your sales force will enjoy 
the benefits of increased productivity using Front Row's Apps and the seamless 
data integration will breathe new life into your existing CRM system – watch 
your compliance soar! Our companies are experiencing a 90% compliance 
rate or better.

For the Sales Manager: we provide real time information and insights into all 
sales rep and client activity. The sales manager will never manage blind again.

For the Company: we guarantee an increase in sales rep activity, productivity 
and revenue as well as an ROI in weeks if not days.

Before the call – the rep can access from the app all key client information to 
prepare for the upcoming call. At the touch of a button from the app, the rep 
can retrieve and review all notes, contact information, past and current 
contracts and quotes, previous sales calls or the ability to auto dial from the 
app to the customer.

Click here to try the AppClick here to try the AppFRS 

i Click here for more informationClick here for more information

http://frslogin.com/appdemo/
http://www.frontrow-solutions.com/contact-us


Scott identified two forces that work

against a company in executing it

strategy: 

Organizational drag which is the

supply chain behind sales which he

sees as fragmented and unclear

causing salespeople to revert to what

they did in the past.

Comfort zone drag in which

salespeople themselves resist change.

Both senior leadership and

individual salespeople must tackle the

problems but too often the blame for

not meeting the needs of customers or

not reaching goal is pinned on the

sales force. There are small steps that

individual salespeople can take on

their own but Scott underscored that to

achieve breakthrough performance

the executive team must make

changes in the supply chain behind

sales. 

Data from Forrester’s Executive
Buyer Insight Survey showed just

how far off sellers are from buyers.

Here are just a few of the questions: 

What makes a meeting valuable
from a client’s point of view? 

Overwhelming majority defined a

valuable meeting as, “The salesperson

clearly shows an understanding of my

business issues and can clearly

articulate to me how to solve them.”

How often do clients think this

happens with sellers? 
Between 11% for business

executives and 13% of the time for IT

executives. 

How prepared from your
executive lens are salespeople to
have conversations with you? 

88% felt that salespeople were

knowledgeable about their products 

55% salespeople were seen as

knowledgeable about their industry

(only half the time!) 

38% felt salespeople understand

their issues and can help

38% prepared for questions

34% can relate to the customers

role and responsibility in the

organization 34% has relevant

examples or case studies to share 

27% knowledgeable about my

business. 

So how big is the gap? Only 6% of

buyers feel the agenda of the

salesperson is to help them drive

results.

The data seems disheartening but

in fact it is illuminating and gives a

clear path to help you differentiate and

win. Customers perceive salespeople

as being all about themselves (their

products). The pressure point today is

differentiation and you can change this

perception by solving business

problems and not pitching product. 

If you can’t differentiate in the way

that matters to seniors you will get

pushed down to procurement level

where differentiation is based on a

compelling feature no other competitor

offers or price, neither of which is a

very good place to be. That’s order

taking. The flip side is having

conversations with executives that

help them achieve business

outcomes. 

Scott’s advice: “Quit learning about

your products. Your customer probably

knows more than you do Learn how to

understand business issues and

articulate to executives how you can

help them solve them.” 

In this ‘do more with less economy’

buyers are developing a caste system

of suppliers from commodity to

strategic. Scott sees this as the choice

you and your organization must make.

The choice seems simple—be a part

of the 80% getting squeezed by

procurement or the 20% customers

want to talk to and buy from. 

Scott’s passion for the research

conversations he has with executives

around the world and his affinity,

experience, and knowledge of sales

make for a rare and powerful

combination. He understands that

selling is a system and that

organizations have been blaming its

salespeople for too long. In the past a

goat was caught and banished from

the town into the wilderness to bear the

blame for all the town’s troubles. That

ancient archetype had its role but it is

now time to see the new reality. And

the unique lens Scott puts on sales

challenges helps us do just that.         n
If it the sales force is
just a necessary evil,

then why is it that
companies don’t

eliminate their
sales forces?

Top of Mind

When Scott asks the executive

leadership in companies why

they have a sales team he gets

radically different points of view from

people in the same company. Most

often he hears things such as: to take

orders (finance team), they don’t do

that much and are a big expense

(product groups), it is the whole

purpose of the company and without

us no one would have jobs (sales

leader). With so many different

perspectives of the sales function – is it

a wonder why there are so many

prescriptions for how a sales

organization should improve?

If it the sales force is just a

necessary evil, then why is it that

companies don’t eliminate their sales

forces? Because their clients won’t let

them. Clients want relationships. Of

course different kinds of relationships

dictate different kinds of selling

patterns from transactional to

consultative based on breath,

sophistication, and complexity. 

Scott feels it is the responsibility of

the executive team to answer the

question about the purpose of the

sales force IF they want a high

performing organization. If not they

can continue with their muddled path.

When there are different perspectives

each will project what it thinks is

needed for and from the sales

depending on its own lens. 

For example, if the CFO thinks the

purpose of the sales force is just

transactional (taking orders) then he or

she will demand transactional reports

to get visibility into the pipeline—which

makes sense but by focusing sales

managers on the number of RFPs,

allocated budgets, and other BANT

criteria, the actual value-add of the

sales which is to influence buyers is

operationalized out. 77% of executives

choose to work with salespeople who

have partnered with them to figure out

the solution compared with

salespeople who just respond to RFPs

and/or engage with them after they

have set the vision and criteria. 

When a company is not clear about

the purpose of its sales force an

organization cannot equip the system

to execute its strategy. To help VPs of

Sales articulate the challenge they

face in executing the strategy, Scott

asks them, “Do you feel you are

mounting a value selling engine on a

product selling chassis?” This question

hits home. Too often the messages

that salespeople are asked to deliver

are fragmented and organized around

product when the vision of the

company is to have salespeople lead

strategic conversations at senior levels

to expand and develop relationships.

At the same time customers are going

through massive change. They don’t

want to deal with salespeople who

have more products for them to buy.

They want to deal with salespeople

who will help them solve business

problems.
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Is Your Salesforce a Scapegoat?
A conversation with Scott Santucci by Linda Richardson

Linda Richardson is the Founder and
Chairwoman of Richardson, the global
sales performance company and is
responsible for product and sales strategy.
www.richardson.com
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Why do companies have salesforces? Sounds like an
obvious question. Not so according to Scott Santucci,
Research Director and Principal Analyst at Forrester.
Scott not only has the answer to this question but also
the implications for you and your sales organization.

http://www.forrester.com/home
http://www.forrester.com/home#/Executive+Buyer+Insight+Study+Defining+The+Gap+Between+Buyers+And+Sellers/quickscan/-/E-RES59116


Then I do a little background on this person emailing me and it's
Paul DeJoe. You might not recognize him but you might
recognize he was the author of the most viral post in 2012.
What's it like to be the CEO of a startup company.

Now he's asking me to check out his company, Ecquire.

The Verdict: It's awesome. 

The elevator pitch on Ecquire: Ecquire captures info
automatically from wherever your workflow takes you like Gmail,
Facebook, LinkedIn and ships it to your CRM with one click... or
even automatically. It does so accurately, quickly and with the
greatest privacy policy I've ever seen. It''s literally called the
greatest privacy policy ever.

The other great part about Ecquire is that the plug-in will do a
quick search of your CRM first before you submit data and tell

you recent activity on that contact to improve the data and to
make it more reliable. 

*You can push data to multiple places at once like Salesforce,
Google Docs, Mailchimp and Highrise. 

And here's the best part of it: They have this thing called
"Autosubmit". If you click this option after you email or talk to
someone, Ecquire automatically just sends data to your CRM
the next time you talk to that person. They even make sure the
data is in the right fields and do not create duplicate or dirty data. 

Great work, Paul and Ecquire team. It’s free to try for 14 days
and for $9 or $19/month I'll take it. 

l Weird domain name that's close enough to something that looks like a popular site like "Esquire" or "Acquire". 
l Within the context of the email is another spammy looking string of characters that makes out the domain:

http://www.wouldbeanhonortohavejonathanfarringtoncheckusout.com/ 
l If you glossed over it, the domain was "Would Be an Honor to Have Jonathan Farrington Check us out Dot com". A customized

personal and funny as hell site made out to me. Ok I'm impressed so far. 

It's late 2AM on Wednesday and I get this
email which has all the makings of spam:  
It's late 2AM on Wednesday and I get this
email which has all the makings of spam:  

Coming Next on Top Sales World

The 2013 Top Sales Global
Survey will, we hope, be the most

comprehensive; most exhaustive;

most revealing survey ever

conducted within the global sales

space. Our aim is to involve a

minimum of 20k front-line sales

professionals and their managers.

Our aim is to discover everything

about today's salespeople; how we

are selling, which software tools we

are utilizing; what are our primary

challenges etc. We are currently

forming a "Guiding Committee,

which will be headed up by Dr. Neil

Rackham – full details soon.

Top Sales Radio launches on

March 26th: It will be a weekly

recorded show, which will air every

Monday. Easy to download and

listen to wherever you wish. Expect

a guest list including all of the very

best experts in the sales space

right now, plus news, gossip and

special offers!

Top Sales Academy:

Mark your calendar – March 28th – when we announce the most

comprehensive; the most advanced and the most eagerly awaited sales skills

program ever launched. The Faculty has now been formed, and includes …
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companions. Best friends that were

once flesh and blood have been

replaced by emotionless banks of

chips, encased in metal. In the old

days, they got excited when chips

came accompanied by pizza, or

various shaped fish cakes, or

spaghetti hoops, but not anymore.

However, this post is not designed

to try and roll back the years - far from

it. We have what we have, and we are

what we have become, so let's get on

with it. Rather, this is an article about

making the most of the limited time

that we now have to communicate

with our clients, prospects and

customers, and it is about being

"succinct" 

I rather like this definition:

Succinct - "Characterized by clear,

precise expression in few words;

briefly giving the gist of something."

You can interpret that as meaning

"getting to the point, and avoiding

waffle" And that is precisely what our

incredibly time constrained

clients/prospects/customers want us

to be - more so today than ever.

Have you ever wondered why

Twitter insists that we précis our posts

down to 140 characters? Obviously

they identified at a very early stage

that a high percentage of what most

people have to say is unnecessary –

for “unnecessary” you can say “waffle”

if you wish and so they have forced us

to be, well … succinct.

You will have read so many

articles, blog posts, and even books,

telling us that unless we can bring

value, or incremental commercial

advantages, or something unique to

our business conversations with those

clients/prospects/customers - or as

my friend and colleague, Linda

Richardson suggests, bringing

“insights” we will continually find

ourselves shut-out - not welcome at

the party, and certainly not at the top-

table. And this is truer today than it

ever was.

I am a living example of a modern

CEO (yes, I do have a day job) and as

you can imagine, I am inundated daily

with a barrage of requests for my time,

particularly from companies wanting

to sell me something. Of course, I am

very sympathetic, because

professional front-line selling is what I

write about; talk about and even

evangelize about. Even so, I have a

standard response which I use, and it

goes something like this...

"Thank you for your message (I am

such a polite old-fashioned Englishman)

I am assuming that prior to contacting

me you did your homework, and were

able to justify - to yourself at least - that I

would gain incremental value from

buying your product/solution/services.

Therefore, before I agree to meet with

you, could you please share that

intelligence with me, and additionally

confirm if your product/solution/services

can guarantee me improvements,

gains, savings, reductions or increases

in any area of my business - if yes,

which ones?" 

That usually weeds out around

95% of approaches. Of the remaining

5%, half of those don't understand my

message, and decide to go for it

anyway (not a great strategy with me,

as they discover) So we are usually

left with about 2 1/2% that have some

relevance, and I am delighted to meet

with them. I am also naturally "drawn"

to those who are direct, concise, and

... succinct!

So the next time you attempt to

communicate with time-strapped

buyers, be sure to be succinct. You

don't want them thinking, "One of us
could die whilst having this
conversation!"

Watch out for an announcement

shortly regarding the brand new Top

Sales Anti-Prevarication Club on Top

Sales World. Just kidding - well

actually...                                                 n

To find out more about Jonathan, visit:

www.thejfblogit.co.uk
www.jonathanfarrington.com
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You can interpret that
as meaning "getting to
the point, and avoiding

waffle" And that is
precisely what our

incredibly time
constrained

clients/prospects/
customers want us to

be - more so today
than ever.

What they are/were suggesting is

that our preference is for online

dialogue rather than face-face

communication, and I can believe

that, although it may not be a

preference, but rather a necessity.

I know - and I expect you do too -

lots of people who, although they are

working in adjacent offices, prefer to

email each other rather than getting

off their backsides and engaging in

some good old-fashioned

conversation. The net result can be a

stream of exchanges taking up far

more time than is necessary, instead

of a three minute dialogue – does that

make any sense?

The reality is that we are all rapidly

losing the art of conversing, debating,

discussing, arguing, and even writing

- yes, even writing hand-written notes

is a task too far for most of us -

because so much of our life is online,

and there is no way back now: Even

our children, who, in years past, would

spend most of their waking hours

outside playing, interacting and

discovering, now shut themselves

away in darkened bedrooms,

unknowingly and unwittingly

becoming addicted to their newest IT

One of Us Could
Die Whilst Having
This Conversation!
I read a report recently - and no, I cannot provide you
with a link, because I can't find it, which is fairly typical,
when one needs something - that suggested we are
having less than 10% of human interactions than we
had ten years ago.
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Selling Power’s Gerhard
Gschwandtner has launched a
new sales community –
SalesOpShop - that's designed
to help sales and marketing
leaders and sales operations
managers collaborate to
achieve three goals:

1. Connect with peers in companies

of similar size as yours and learn

which sales applications work

best in their sales operation.

2. Learn more about the 15

essential areas of sales

effectiveness, expand your

knowledge through our curated

and always fresh and highly

focused content.

3. Participate in forums designed to

harness the collective intelligence

of sales and marketing leaders

worldwide.

Latest Video: 
A blueprint for Sales
Effectiveness.

Gerhard says:I've had the
privilege to interview Sean
Maloney, who is a Sales
Manager for KCom based in the
UK. Sean has shared his best
practices that include:

Improve your ability to implement and

execute your 2013 sales strategy by

attending the Sales 2.0 Conference,

San Francisco.

This conference will connect you

with top sales-management experts

and leaders who are endorsed by

both Selling Power magazine and

Sales 2.0 organizations. 

Hear the latest research on

building and maintaining a winning

sales organization, as well as proven

sales-management tactics.

Here are just some of the
topics we'll cover

l Effectively motivating/ compensating

sales teams

l Coaching reps to improve selling

skills

l Optimizing the sales process

l Leveraging social media in the

sales process (social selling)

Increasing customer retention/ 

loyalty

l Shortening sales cycles

l Improving sales performance

l Evaluating and adopting Sales 2.0

solutions

Be among the elite. Meet experts in

sales, marketing, and sales

operations. Share ideas and best

practices. Ensure that your goal for

success in 2013 is attainable.

The leading sales conference
in Spring 2013.

Sales 2.0 Conference San Francisco

2013 provides B2B sales, marketing and

operation leaders proven tactics from an

expert community, for optimizing sales

processes and results, during an

interactive and regionalized event from

the best sales expertise resources. Sales

2.0 aggregates the insight from a very

strong sales expert community

comprised of executives, consultants and

analysts and presents the information

through actionable discussions and

resources for businesses to use.               n
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Ignite your 2013 B2B
sales strategy

Advertorial

Improve your ability to implement and execute your
2013 sales strategy by attending the Sales 2.0
Conference, San Francisco.

1. What applications the company uses to create a more productive sales

organization 

2. What books inspired the company to improve people and processe. 

3. What strategies the company has pursued to create greater customer value. I

was impressed with Sean's level of professionalism and for his willingness to

share his hard earned lessons to success. We were able to capture and edit

the essence of this one hour interview into a compelling 15 minute video. 

http://www.sales20conf.com/SF2013/
http://www.salesopshop.com/
http://m.youtube.com/watch?v=mVvygdzw3z0&feature=youtu.be&desktop_uri=%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DmVvygdzw3z0%26feature%3Dyoutu.be
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Sales Managers MUST
Become Sales Coaches

What’s Your EQ?
Want to Find Out? 

We MUST Invest in Our
Sales Managers 

Thinking of Hiring a Lead
Generation Company? 

David Yesford uu Colleen Stanley uu John Doerr  uu Dan McDade  uu

Sales Management Issues Interviews

How to Spend Your
215 Wisely

How to Conduct a
Successful Coaching Call

How, When and Why
to Delegate

How to Develop Your Team
to Sustained Success

Here uu Here uu Here uu Here uu

How to Guides

Some “Fallacious” Schools
of Thought

Categories of Buyer
Resistance

Introducing
S.C.O.T.S.M.A.N

The Very Best Presenters
Are Seekers

Here uu Here uu Here uu Here uu

Sales Team Development Sessions

The Coaching Imperative The Changing Face of
Professional Management

The New “Implications” for
Sales Management

Seven Signs That Your
Sales Team Is In Trouble

Here uu Here uu Here uu Here uu

Leadership Skills

Top Sales Management Highlights
February 2013

http://topsalesworld.com/downloads/audio/David_Yesford_TSM_Jan_13.mp3
http://topsalesworld.com/downloads/audio/Colleen_Stanley_TSM_Jan_13_2.mp3
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/downloads/audio/John_Doerr_TSM_May_2012.mp3
https://s3.amazonaws.com/TopSales/Dan_McDade_Feb_2013.mp3
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/how-to-spend-your-215-wisely/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/how-to-conduct-a-successful-coaching-call/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/how-when-and-why-to-delegate/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/how-to-develop-your-team-to-sustained-success/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/some-fallacious-schools-of-thought/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/categories-of-buyer-resistance/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/introducing-s-c-o-t-s-m-a-n/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/the-very-best-presenters-are-seekers/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/sales-leadership-the-coaching-imperative/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/the-changing-face-of-professional-management/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/the-new-implications-for-sales-management/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/seven-signs-that-your-sales-team-is-in-trouble/


you will identify additional services to

create more value for your customer.

In general, vendors cannot create

these desired outcomes alone for

their customers. Outcome selling is

not competitive, it's collaborative, and

actually a perfect scenario for the

intangible economy. Collaborating

means value co-creation with

customers and with partners to help

them to achieve their desired

outcome.

Fourth, how are successful

outcome sellers different? Do they

have any specific knowledge? Any

specific skills? 

Outcome sellers need business
acumen. According to Wikipedia,

business acumen is "...keenness and

quickness in understanding and

dealing with a business situation in a

manner that is likely to lead to a good

outcome."

Business acumen works

backwards from the customer's

journey. It is a “must have” for

outcome sellers, to be able to switch

conversations from what services are

and do to what they mean in the

context of a desired outcome.

Then, the sellers need industry
expertise. It’s about understanding

the specific color of an industry’s

language, speaking this language,

understanding the industry’s core

processes and core challenges,

trends and innovations on a high level

- also from the perspective of our

customer's customers. Social

networks, groups and communities

are perfect to remain up-to-date and

to build the necessary industry

relationships.

Outcome sellers also need the

capability to analyze and to

synthesize – in a balanced way.

“Analysis is the process of

breaking a complex topic, or

substance, into smaller parts to gain a

better understanding of it.”

“...the noun synthesis refers to a

combination of two or more entities

that together form something new.

Alternately, it refers to the creating of

something by artificial means.” 

Fifth, let’s see why allocating the

right resources and capabilities,

especially at the beginning of the

customer’s journey, are key for

success.

In the very early phases, when it's

all about creating a “why change”

conversation, making the customers

aware of a problem, a challenge and

the entire impact of that challenge,

you need a lot of business acumen,

industry knowledge, analyzing and

synthesizing capabilities as described

above.

For a sales manager, it's important

to optimize the resources accordingly.

Who are the people who can be

successful in these early phases, how

does a successful outcome selling

team look like? Often, a person with

the relevant relationships helps to

open the door for specialists and

collaborators who are used to share

complex know-how to different

audiences – but often these people

don't have the necessary

relationships. It's important that the

collaborating sales role should lead

an outcome deal, after the door is

opened and the first call was

successful, and next steps were

scheduled. It's more effective to

allocate the people with the excellent

relationships to open other doors

regarding other challenges with

different specialists and collaborators.

Given an organization's comfort

zone is more re-active than active

prospecting, it will be very important to

identify the rare skills within the

organization and to allocate these

resources accordingly to increase

sales performance and customer

value. Especially in such a comfort

zone scenario in a named account

strategy, it's important to have a

flexible, focused account framework

in place. The organization needs to

know in which accounts, which

relationships in which quality are

existing - to allocate growth strategies

and resources accordingly for more

customer value, and to create new

business effectively. 

To sum up: Outcome selling is a

perfect way to create more value for

customers, to create new business in

a systematic way. But be aware of the

necessary change effort…                  n

Why not provide some structure

and clarity to add some value to

the discussion?

Let's look at these five basics.

First, let's differentiate between

outputs and outcomes. The Oxford

dictionnary defines these terms:

l “Output is the amount of

something produced by a person,

machine, or industry” 

l “Outcome is the way a thing turns

out - a consequence”.

So, outcomes are results, the

meaning of outputs. An election is one

of the best examples to explain the

difference: “It is the outcome of the

vote that counts”

Second, let's define outcomes in a

sales context:

An outcome - a desired outcome -

has a clear description of how the

customer's future vision of success

should look like. In addition to this

vision, KPI's are defined to measure

success. An outcome has an

executive owner, a person who is

accountable to change the current

state to be able to achieve the desired

future state. 

This executive owner depends on

several impacted stakeholders. These

roles are critical to achieve the

desired outcome. So, an outcome is

very often a cross-functional

endeavor, across business and

technology. 

Additionally, outcomes are often

part of a strategic initiative, where we

also find our executive owner. Then

the journey is important, because an

outcome is not achieved when a

vendor has implemented technology,

this is only one element. It's key to

success to have the whole journey in

mind, which is always an opportunity

for vendors to create more value for

their customers. 

Third, let's translate that into a

selling situation …

You might sell the world’s best

CRM system to your customers. This

system, and all the customizing

activities, are outputs. The shiny new

CRM system has a specific meaning

for a specific customer, which is their

desired outcome. One customer's

desired outcome is an increase in

sales productivity of 10%. Another

customer defines an outcome

differently - e.g. increasing revenue

with new services in new markets by

20%.

Whatever it is, you can work with

some general questions (to be

prepared via social selling) which help

you to better understand the

customer’s initial challenges and their

desired outcomes. Questions how to

model a customer's challenge can be

about what and how describe the

relevance, who and why the context

and when and where describe the

timeliness.

It's important to be consequent

and to work always with the end in

mind. The design point to create the

best value for your customer is your

customer's desired outcome – it's not

your portfolio, which is output, if not

embedded into the context of the

customer's outcome. 

Working backwards from this

outcome– ideally defining it together

with the customer - will not only

increase your perception as a

strategic partner, it could also

increase your deal volume, because

based on the holistic outcome view,

Outcome selling is not
competitive, it's

collaborative, and
actually a perfect
scenario for the

intangible economy. 

This article was written by Tamara Schenk. 
To find out more about Tamara, visit:
http://blog.tamaraschenk.com/
http://de.linkedin.com/in/tamaraschenk
http://twitter.com/tamaraschenk

Outcome selling: What is it AND
why you should care – in 5 steps 
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Outcome selling, outcome-based selling, business
outcomes, customer outcomes – everybody is talking
about outcomes and how to achieve them.



You'll discover a multitude of tips to

create a steady rush of new

opportunities -- all designed to get

prospects coming to you, asking for

your assistance because they know

about you and want to work with you.

l Attraction strategies to make

prospects feel you’ve reached out to

make a personal connection.

l Digital media approaches to draw

out elusive, unresponsive prospects

l Collaborative techniques to

engage prospects and magnify your

results

l Tools, templates, and
downloadable resources you can

use right away!

Who should read The Sales
Magnet
This book was written for:

l Sales People: The Sales Magnet

was written with business

development, “hunter” sales people in

mind. They are the people who are

continuously looking for more hot

prospects to sell to and new ways to

find them. This book was designed to

give anyone who is tired of cold calling

new, innovative ways to fill their

pipeline with new hot prospects

without taking significant time away

from selling.

l Small Business Owners: Many of

our clients are small and midsize

business owners looking to grow their

businesses before adding to their

sales staff. The Sales Magnet was

crafted to give business owners

proven lead generation strategies they

can implement successfully with

limited resources. The Sales Magnet

guides them through exactly what to

do to get more customers and grow

their revenue.

l Marketers in Small and Midsize
Companies: The Sales Magnet was

crafted to give marketers new

strategies to generate higher quality

leads. Often marketers with small and

midsize companies don’t have the

resources to execute lead generation

the way they would like. We tested

each of these approaches with our

clients. The Sales Magnet includes

only those approaches that we know

work and deftly guides marketers

through how to use them.                   n

Focus On

Kendra Lee
Prospect attraction expert Kendra Lee reveals exactly
how to reach your ideal contacts using approaches that
work best for you. 

A very special thank you to
our Top Sales Sponsors

for their continuing
support and loyalty

If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a
TSW sponsor and our existing Partner Program, please email us:

sponsorship@www.topsalesworld.com
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To find out more about Kendra, visit: www.thesalesmagnet.com/media

http://bit.ly/Sq6WU6
http://bit.ly/KEJk9c
http://www.insightsquared.com/
http://bit.ly/WGgUVv
http://bit.ly/a1tCYb
http://www.onesource.com/landingpages/google/google_next_gen_bc.asp?camp=Adwords_UK_Branded_and_Competitor&p=The+Competition&reg=UK&_kk=5ca06aeb-b390-42d5-9e82-29dba987d235&_kt=14117412325&gclid=CIS985Pp6rUCFfLLtAoduzUAqQ
http://bit.ly/w0TvDt
http://bit.ly/zQOmEk
http://bit.ly/k5iFvF
http://bit.ly/IXWVqx
http://bit.ly/QqAgv0



